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IIWRODUCTION 
Pru.it production depends on fruit bud formation. 
Although hereditary factors can not be disregarded, fruit 
bud formation and developmont undoubtedly are associated 
with the chemical composition of the plant. This chemical 
composition v/ithout doubt is affected by cultural practices. 
In the strawberry plant, flov/er Imd formation evidently is 
influenced by time of planting, spacing of plants, fertility 
of soil, irrigation, cultivation and all other environ­
mental factors, A more intimcte and exact knowledge of 
the time of fruit bud differentiation is necessary in order 
to understand more fully the importance of these various 
factors. 
Since it is quite generally accepted that 
flower bud foi'mation takes place because of, or is greatly 
influenced by, the internal chemical composition of the 
plant, it is obvious that fruit bud formation would be 
influenced by the meteorlogical factors of rainfall, sun­
light, and temperature, and would, therefore, vary, even 
in the same variety, during different seasons and in dif­
ferent sections of the country. 
The material herewith presented is the r suit of 
four years of study on the time of fruit bud (Sorraation in 
the Dunlap strawberry. The time of fruit bud formation has 
been studied from tho following relationships: (1) in­
fluence of age of plant, (2) influence of position of 
plant in relation to the mother plant and to other 
plants, (3) influence of meteorlogical factors of rain­
fall and temperature, (4) influence of amount and vigor 
of grov/th, 
A second phase of the problem has been devoted 
to a study of the rate of development of tho individual 
flov/er stalk and of the individual flowers on the stalk. 
With definite Imo^^ledpie on these questions it 
is felt that one could nanar^e a strawberry planting more 
successfully by adapting or adjusting the cultural 
practices to better suit the requirements of the plants 
at specific times. 
HISTOi^ICAL 
The time, rate, and probable causes of friiit bud 
formation in. horticultural plants have been subjects of 
many investigations during the last forty years. The liter­
ature indicates that, in general, for each kind of fruit or 
in the life of each particular plant, there is a fairly 
definite period in its development when fruit bud differ­
entiation takes place and that the initiation of the 
process depends on the existence of certain nutritive 
conditions within the plant at that time» 
Tufts and Morrow (18), Wellington (19), and 
Wigrrans (22) have given rather complete reviexvs and 
bibliographies of work bearing on fruit bud formation. 
Previous v/ork has been used freely in this study but only 
such investigiitions as have a direct relationship to this 
problem v/ill be cited. 
Except for the mterial on hand at this station, 
work on fruit bud formation in the strav/berry seems to bo 
meagre, Goff (8), and Hill and Davis (11) made rather ex­
tensive investigations but other workers have miade only 
incidental references. Morrow (16) working in Iowa in 1907 
reported on the time of strawberry fruit bud formation. 
The present paper includes the work''* done at this station 
on fruit bud formtion in tho Dunlap strawberry during 
19S4, 1925, 1927 and 1928. Apparently no v;ork of a 
similar n.'.ture havS been reported for the strav;berry» 
'"'TIig author ?/ishes to aclaiowled^j;© the assistance of J. U, 
Huef, A, L, Pinch, II. D. Hardy, (graduate students in the 
Department of Horticulture and Forestry, v/lio v/orkod with 
hira on this problem. 
"•8*" 
EXPEIilltiElK'/iL 
Anatoiay 
Both species and varieties of the strawberry 
pl-mt vary in certain anatonical features and it will be 
Virell to discuss briefly the cbarncteristics of the variety 
which was used for this expcriraent• The Itoilap strawberry 
plant probably resulted from crosses between Pragaria 
chiloonsis and Pragaria virginiana. Its anatoiny v;ill vary 
slightly under different methods of treatment, but the 
follov/ing is considered as representative, 
The sten is at first a sjiort fusiform body v/hich 
by apical gro\7th elongates and bccoLxOS thickened and 
cylindrical. Part of this stem below ground is a form of 
rhizome, which eventually dies on the old plant even while 
the plant is vigorously growing. The part of tho stein 
above ground is laiom ar tho crovm. The stem tlien in one 
sense is perennial in that the top continues grov/ing for 
more tli;an two years, an annual in another sense in that the 
extrecdty or the basal portion may die at the end of one 
season. The vascular system of the crovm is made up of a 
netv/orlr of anastomising bundles. These provide an efficient 
moans for rapid transfer of v;ater and solutes from one part 
of this body to another. 
Above ground the stem or cro7m is clothed with 
loaves developed in a spiral arrangenent. Buds form in the 
axils of tlies© loaves and develop into any one of three 
tyx^es of branches - dcraghter crown, inflorescence, or a 
ninner, 
Iiiorpholor;ically a runner is a procumbent stem 
usur-lly tV;o internocles lon^. Tlic r'unnei'' tvims up at ii:?. 
second node and forms a dau^itcr plant. The I'ixnner, 
according to V.Tiite {^o), is not continuous beyond the crovm 
of its daughter plant, but a nov; runner develops from the 
bud in the axil of the first loaf of the daiu^hter plant, 
thus being a branch of this plant. The bud in the axil of 
the scale leaf of tlio first node occasionally develops into 
a rim.'ier, Comparat3.voly few plants are produced frorii the 
first node of the i'*unner of tho Danlap variety, Tho length 
of the runners is not very uniforn, but averages about 8 
inches for plants grom at /iines, Iowa, The morphological 
structure of the inmner pcnaits easy lon,r^ituc!in;il movowent 
of larr^e q\irntitles of water, Tlie runner is amraal, 
lioots grow from tho lower puDi't of the crovm. 
There arc tv70 tyiDCn of roots, large adventitious ones and 
fibrous branch roots which develop froir. the adventitious 
roots, IIcv: main roots developing after the cropping season 
arise fi'ota the lo;ver portion of the nev: crown nnd are above 
the older roots, Tho gr-eator part of the root system is in 
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the upper six inches of soil. Its spread extends over 
approximately t}:e area eqiial to tl^at covei'ed by the leaves. 
There seems to be some variation of opinion 
expre;L.Ged In the definitions visually si'ven for various 
prirts of the strawberry plant: however, the terms and 
desc2-'i]}tiOi7.s v/hich are usually- accepted irill be used. 
These terns T,vill have the neajninp; in this papoi' 7;hich 
r;rc stc.tod in the follov'infj po.ragraphs t 
T}ie Eioth.er plant is the ori^^iral plant set. 
The ininner is a stem arising;; from the bud in the azil of a 
loaf. It is tivo intornodes lonir-; and grov;s horij^ontally 
over the grotird. Hie daughter or rimner plant forns at the 
second node. 
The runner plant Is any. plant other thrjn the mothnr plant. 
Secondary crotvns arising fron the biids in the axils of the 
loaves of any of the plants are considered as branches of 
th'^t particular plont. These dau^liter crowns are not con­
sidered as separate plants. 
runner series irises as a shoot from a bud in the axil of 
a leaf of the mother plant. It consists of all the runners 
and dau(^iter plan.ts which are, or have been, connected to 
the riother plant by riieana of the orir;inal shoot. In this 
imi'cstigation a 2nm'~:er scries was confined to a sinn;le con­
nected strinr; of plrjits which had ori-^:inated fror the nother 
plant, 
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Cultural Practices 
Method of training plants 
The plants that comprised the materials for the 
preliminary studies in 1924 and 1925 were of the Dunlap 
variety planted in April and May respectively in a fertile 
sandy lo:im soil. Tiie plants were spaced at intervals of 
t?;enty-four inches in rows thirty-six Indies apart. They 
were trained to a matted roiv system and received the usual 
methods of cultivation for field grown plants. 
The plants used in the tv/o subsequent seasons 
v/ere of the same variety but were trained in such a 
fashion^- as to allow for more detail in recoi'ding the 
history of each plant throughout the season. The plants 
were selected carefully for apparent uniformity and were 
planted in a good fertile garden loam soil. In 1927 the 
plants were set April 29th, They were spaced at intervals 
of txventy-eight inches in rows four feet apart. These 
plants were thinri.ed as conditions necessitated and any 
pl-'nts not making uniform grovii;h comparable with the others 
were discarded from the experiment. The plants used in the 
observations in 1928 were treated in a fashion similar to 
those of 192V except that they were planted April 25th and 
%he system used in training the plants in 1927 and 1928 
is shown in figure 1» 
.5 J. 
5i 
151 
LEGEND 
Wholt number - Mother plant number 
Fraci^ion — 
Num^rofor 
Ocnominoior - Hunmr plant number 
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H 
ro 
I 
Fly. I. Dia^ramatic skafch showing s'^stem of trainin<j and labtlincj plants 
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were set four feet apart in rov;s five feet apr;i»t. To 
insure uniform growth of plants all flower stalks were 
reraoved as soon as they appeared. The plants were 
cultivated and all weeds removed at least once each week. 
During these two seasons, 1927 end 1928, the 
mother plfmts were allowed to develop only the first five 
runner series. All others were pinched off as scon as they 
appeared. Each runner series was confined to an unbranched 
line of runner plants, as all secondary runners that arose 
either from the first nodes of the runner or from the 
successive plants on the primary inmner series were re­
moved as soon as observed. The planting was examined every 
two or three days and the undesired plants removed. A 
record was kept of the number of runner plants and the 
number of runner series plants rerioved. In 1928 the date 
of removal of these plants was also recorded. The newly 
formed plants that were to be kept for the prolongation of 
the primary runner series v/ere fastened to the ground by 
means of greening pins in order to keep the plants in perm­
anent positions and to facilitate the taking of records. 
The date was recorded for the formation of these plants. 
Runner plants were considered to have formed when the first 
white root knobs were evident on the elbow of the turned up 
end of the runner which developed into the nev/ plant. 
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The plants were set under Irrigation so that v/ater 
could be added in case it was deeaned advisable in order to 
prevent dry weather froitn causing o. retardation of runner 
form£ition. Six lif.ht applicoticns of water v/ere given dur­
ing 1927 ;md t'.vo light applications during 1928» Each time 
the amount of water applied approxiiiiated one quarter of an 
inch of rainfall. At no time was the lack of water a serious 
factor, but it is possible that the drier periods raay have 
had some influence, although irrigation water v/aa applied 
when general conditions indicated tlxat such an application 
v/as advisable. 
Collection of plants. 
In order to determine the time of flo'.ver bud 
differentiation and sixbsequent development of the individ­
ual flowers and flov/er stallcs of the plants at different 
positions the plants were retnoved frora the field at stated 
intervals. The plants were taken to the laboratory wiiere 
the buds were prepared for ir.orpholor?;ical study. The number 
of plants col?Lected and the dates of collection for the 
different seasons are submitted below, 
1924 
Ten runner series of five plants each were 
collected as follows; September 7, Septenber 15, October 
10, Noven±ier 17, December 13. 
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1925 
Three mother plants,each with its unbranched 
ninner serios, vrere collocted as follows; Augiist 23^ 
r'eptenber 2, September 28, October 7, October 14, 
Octobor 21, Uovember 2, November 18. 
1927 
Eight mother plonts, each v;ith its five un­
branched runner series, were collected as follov:s: 
AUi^st 22-24, September 7-9, September 24-27, October 
9-19, November 19-26, 
1928 
Five mother plants, each with its five unbranched 
runner series, were collected as follows: August 27, 
Septeinber 10, September 20, October 6, October 25» 
Laboratory Methods 
The buds at the apex of the crov^is of the 
plcjits Vv'ere used for the norphological study. The buds 
v/crc killed in Gilson*s killing solution, dehyrlrated ivith 
fAlcohol, cleared in cedar oil and infiltrated with 
paraffin in the usual method as outlined by Chamborlin (5), 
Sections vrere cut to a thiclmess of 15 microns!, Delafield» 
haematoxylin used the first tVaree years for staining, 
but acid haemalum was used in 1928 as it proved to bo a 
more satisfactory stain. 
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The clrav/iiigs and photomici^cgraphs herewith 
presented v;ere selected from the more complete data of 
1923, V&en necessary to show the comparative development 
of the buds during the other years, comparisons will "be 
made to dravrings adapted from the 1928 study. 
Twelve htmdred "buds were prepared. Since it 
was Imovm after an examination of 900 buds that the younger 
buds \7oiild show no differentiation, the remaining three 
hundred v/ere not sectioned, Tv;o hundred buds representing 
average development were retained. An attempt was made to 
select only those slides which were representative of the 
average grovrtih under certain specified conditions. Although 
there was some variation in the development ol the buds, it 
is felt that the drawings and photomicrographs are represent­
ative and present a tnie standard that may be follov/ed as a 
cornpa.i'ative study. Outline drawings were ti'aced with the 
use of a microscopic projection apparatus. Only outline 
drawings v;ere made to represent the development. It was 
possible to obtain a good section showing the development 
of every flov/er present only in those cases where tut 
little differentiation and development of the flower-stallc 
had occurred. Obviously, as differentiation progressed 
and development increased, all stages represented by the 
flowers in a particiilar bud t^jould not be s?!0v;n on an 
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Indlvldual slide. Drawings ropreacntlng the greatest 
development of bvids, thoreforo, arc compositos of several 
EGctlons of a Glldo or sections of several slides of tiie 
G.'iiiiG l->ud. often it was impossible to show the position of 
a flower and ;ilso its development, therefore, some of the 
di'a\7lnga are diagrainatic in relation to the actual position 
of the flowers. The degree of development of '.ach flov/er in 
the bud is sho\vn accurately, although its space arrangement 
may be altered or distoii:ed in order to compare better the 
degrees of development of the various buds,. 
To avoid repetition of description eleven draw-
in{^;s of buds representing different marked stages of develop­
ment arc presented as a standard of comparison. They shov; 
representative stages in flower bud formation from the un­
differentiated crown of the shoot bud to pollen mother 
cells of a highly developed floA-er, 
Additional drawings '.vere made of sections of buds 
to shbv; representative development for ages Cind positions. 
These wore made after a study of all buds, and they represent 
v/hat •;;,'-ere considered at; average stages of devolopment for the 
conditions vj^rich are specified in the discussion of the data. 
Photomicrographs were taken of the longitudinal sections of 
buds v/hich v;ero reprosentati\"e of certain stages of 
development. 
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PRESEMY.TIOW OF D.ATA AND DI' CIJSSTON 
Differentiation, and Development of the Flower Bud 
DevelopBiont of the flower-stall:^ 
Each fruiting plant of the Dunlap strawberry may 
develop one or more flov/er-stalks, E \ch stalk produces 
its flowors in a cymose-like type of inflorescence. The 
differentiation of the shoot bud results in the formation 
of a central floral axis which is eventually terminated by 
a flo\'J'er, the first one to appear, and called the primary 
flo'.ver. Two secondary lateral branches arise nearly 
opposite each other from the primary or central axis and, 
like the primary stallc, are terminated by an inflorcGcence; 
termed the secondary flowers. Each of these tvjo secondary 
lateral branches, in their turn, give rise to two tertiary 
laterals which are developed in a manner similar to that of 
the secondary branches. The flowers formed on these branche 
are termed the tertiary flowers. Each of the four tertiary 
branches may give rise to two quaternary flov/ers developed 
in a manner corresponding to that of the secondaries and 
t:ertiaries. This is the basic plan of development but 
obviously the branching is never regular and an excellent 
opportunity is afforded for numerous variations. Darrow (5) 
reported 124 different types in a study made of the Dimlap 
variety growing under the same soil and climatic conditions. 
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If the central axis developed only one secondary, or if 
the tertiary branches produced only three quartrrnaries, 
they were noted as combinations. On this basis one 
might list many variations from the general plan of 
development. The material v/hich was examined during the 
four years of this investigation showed a strilcing tini-
fomiity in its growth and development. 
Organogeny of the flov/er> 
It was noted that the central floiver-stalk 
developed the floral branches in quite a definite order 
and gave evidence of a cyclic development. The individual 
flower developed its floral organs in an even more definite 
system, being similar to many of t: e cyclic flov;ers, in 
that the cycles of floral organs appear in acropetal 
succession, sepals, petals, stamens, pistils. Each cycle 
of floral organs did not arise sjmchronically. 
The first indication of the development of the 
floral axis or stalk xmc the flattening of the romided 
grov;ing point and an elongation of the axis. Plate I, 
figure 2, As development proceeded the growing point be­
came broader than the elongated pedicel or axis and this 
v/as the beginning of the rcceptacle. Lobes v;ere foinnGd in 
a cycle about the edge of the reeeptacle nnd these v;ero 
primordia of the sepals. Plate I, figure 5. The next lobes 
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p.ppearecl as an inner cycle nncl were the primordla of the 
petals, Plate I, figure 6. The perianth developed quite 
imiforriily tmtil after the pi^irriordia of the stamens appeared 
at which time the corolla developed more rapidly than the 
ca3.yx and maintained this relationship. The next set of 
members to appear as an inner cycle v/as the prrlmordia of 
the stmiiens. Plate I, fi2;u3?e 7, Finally there appeared 
a circle of pistil primordia as an. inner cycle to tho 
stJiinens, The primordia of th.e pistils were evident as 
motrntn of meristeraatic tissue at the base of the recept­
acle. These mounds, by spiral development, gradually 
covered the entire receptacle, Plate I, figui'es 9, 10, 11. 
A stage of development, in the follovving 
diECusr,ion, refers to differences in the number of sets of 
floral membors for the various flowers. For example, a 
primary flower which had calyx ond corolla, when the 
secondary flowers revealed only the calp:, was one stage 
of develo^^rnent advanced over the secondaries. The 
successive development of the flovrers on the stalk sliowed 
that the primary flov/ers v;ere approximately one stage of 
development advanced over the secondaries, the secondaries 
one stage advanced over the tertiaries, and the tertiaries 
one stage advanced over the quarternaries. These differ­
ences were not as pronounced in the buds differentiating 
later in the season due to rapidity of growth and longer 
elapse of time between the collection of plants, v^ere 
there were t\%'-o floral branches arising froK another 
stall:, as in the case of the secondaries, one was sli^itly 
ahead of the other. Tiiere v/as a short internode betv/oen 
those branches and the one nearest the terminal end of the 
stalk v/as always the raore advanced. 
Time of fruit bud differentiation^ 
Even after careful examination of many slides it 
was quite difficult to determine the exact initial stage 
of morphological differentiation. In- this investigation 
sli^t irregularities in the growing point at the crovm of 
the plant, together with elongation or flattening of this 
grov/ing point, have been considered as evidence of the 
initial differentiation of the flower stalk. Plate I, 
figure 2« 
Table 1 gives the time of morphological differ­
entiation find subsecfuent development of the buds of plants 
in different positions for each of the four years of the 
experiment. 
It will be observed from this table that during 
1924, differentiation was initiated the first week in 
September in the buds of the number one plants, and that 
by the t~ ird week in September in the buds of the number 
two plants. The development of the primary floral axes 
TABLC I 
Comparison of thz proqrzssivn development 
of flower buds for /9Z4, I9Z5 , /3Z7, iSZS 
Jtocjz of development reached by date indicated 
Position Aua 27 5 c ot. 10 Sect ZO Oct 5 Oct 25 Wo^. /9 Dec. 13 
of 
plant iA 
1 
Z 7  \ Z 0  Z4 1 Z5- 1 zr 1Z6 Z-4 zs Z7 2 8 24 25 27 28 it 3.S 27 2S 
1 
24 25 127 28 24 
~ 
25 
1 
Z7 28 
feather plant — 0 0 0 — 0 0 0 - _ / 3 - 4 A 5 — 5 8 - - ! 6 - — 
No. 1 - o o o ; 0 1 0 / - / / 5^ 5 4- 5* — 5* _ a 6 5' 6 - 7 
No Z - 0 O O o / 1 o / _ / / 4 4 4- 4 — 5 
— 
7 5^ 5 6 - 6 i 
No. 5 -lo,_ O O o a 1 0 0 _ / 0 3 4 3 _ A- 7 5' J' J' - 6 - '  
No. A - 0 O O o o o ' o o _ O o O 3 3- 3 _ s*\ - 7 S S* 4 - 6** 
No. 5 - ! - 0 o o - o : o o - o o O Z 3" 3' _ 
" 
7" - 41- 5 - 5 ^ 
No. 6 - - o o - - O i o - - O o - O Z* 3- - s 6 - 5 e - - i ! 
No . 7 '• - - - 0 - - O 1 o - - Q o - 0 1 3- - 4 1 - 6 - 4 ; 5 ; - -
No. 8 
1 
-L - - o : o _ - Q o - O O 2 - 2 i - 6 - 2 -
1 : i ; 
No. 9 
i 1 1 a - O 1 - 5" - • _ 1 o -
t i ! 
- 1 1 i 
No. 10 " - - - • - •_ _ ' _ 1 _ i - - 1 - O - 4 - _ i _ i _ i i f 
LEGLND Staqe of dtvthpmenf of floutri dasiejnaied by numbers as follovis •• {Plus and minus indicate de^rteoi vorwhon 
from sta^ij of dtvulopivenf J^orfn bjf w/!o/* number) 
- No plants examined. 
0 No difftrenf/ahon. 
1 Fialftned crov/n as at the betjinnirt<j of differentiation. 
t frimary f(oi^ir o^- fruiting stalk alonqattd and broadened. 
3 .  Primary flower Jhonincf cafyx primordia, secondary flower present. 
4 Primary f/otver sfiottintf calyx and corolla priwordio, jecondory flowers calyx, tertiary flowers present. 
5 Primary flowers jhowin<j calyx,corolla,and stamen primordia,secondary flowers shouin^calyx andcoroHa, ferfwry flowers 
colyx, cjuotemary flowers present. 
f>. Primary flower showing calyx, corolla, sfonntns, and pistil primordia, other flowers are advanced one sfoqe 
7. Primary thwer showin<j calyx .corolla .stamens (pollen mothtr celh) phfih covtrinq recrpfode^othtr flowers acti/onceaf one sfa<jt. 
8. Hort advanced sf0(je than T, pollen mother cell woUj ore more dtf-mrd on fhe primary Howers . 
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in the number one plants had not increased materially by 
September 20. The floiTera of the number one and two 
plants showed an advanced stage of development on October 
5, and the buds of the number three plants had started 
differentiation previous to this date as was indicated by 
calyx primordia. The floral primordia of the central 
axis of the buds which had differentiated v;ere in an ad­
vanced stage of development by December 13 and, with the 
exception of the number five slants, v/ere quite similar 
in the stage of grov.'th attained. The primordia of the 
calyx wore evident in the buds of the number five plants, 
Tlie raost advanced stage of development reached during 1924 
was the occurrence of pollen mother cells in the anthers 
of the primary flov/ers of the number one plants. The pollen 
mother cells were young and had not separated. No mother 
plants v/ere collected during this season, consequently the 
buds of plants occurring at this position v/ere not available 
for morphological study, 
Hote again in table 1 that during 1925 the in~ 
ception of finiit bud formation vras visible the first week 
in Septeniber. During this season differentiation '.vas 
observed first in the buds of the number two plants. A 
further collection of plsints was not made until September 
28. The next examination of buds revealed floral primordia 
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on all plcmts tln'ough the number fours, and, with the 
exception of the latter an advanced stage of development. 
Initiation of flower buds had occurred on all plants 
throu£^  the number eiglits by October 25, The floral 
members did not reach as hi^ h^ a stage of development in 
1925 as they did in 1924, Only sporogenous cells were 
visible in the anthers of the primary flov/ers of the buds 
through the number six plants in 1925, 
The data collected in 1926 were not completed 
and were subsequently discarded. Therefore, no records 
were available for this report. 
Reference again to table 1 shows that differ­
entiation was observed first during the second week in 
September 1927, and that it Mas evident in the buds of 
the number one, tv/o, and three plants. The buds of the 
mother plants liad initiated the floral axes by September 
20j buds that had differentiated previously v/ere little 
advanced. Buds of all plants through the nunibGr fives 
gave evidence of definite floral development by October 
Differentiation was observed in the buds of all plants 
through the number eights iDy November 19, and, v/ith the 
exception of the number eights, reached quite a similar 
stage of development. The most advanced stage reached 
dxxping this season was similar to the most advanced stage 
reached in 1924, Pollen mother cells v;ere evident in the 
anthers of the primary flov/ers of all buds thru the number 
three plants» 
Note in table 1 that differentiation occiirred 
slightly later in 1928, than for any of the other seasons, 
Prinordia of the calyx v/ere visible on the mother plants 
during the third week in September, Some buds of the 
number one and two plants v/ere showing the initial stages 
of differentiation. Even though the time of fruit bud 
differentiation was later during this season, the develop­
ment of floral members progressed more rapidly than in any 
of the other years, rjid.by October 5 differentiation had 
taken place in' the buds of the number eight and nine plants. 
Nearly all buds reached a similar stage of development by 
October 25. In comparing the grov/bh made during this season 
with the other three seasons, it will be noted that a higher 
stage of development v;as reached in a shorter period of 
ti:^ :e. The anthers of the primary flowers of the mother 
plants and of the number one plants showed well defined 
pollen mother cells v;ith large nuclei by October 25, It 
v;ill be noted that in 1928 the mother plants differentiated 
the buds first and were followed in order by the successive 
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plants on a runner series. It ia believed that this 
condition is laore representative of the progressive 
devolopEient of the buds. In 1924 no mother x^ l^ nts -.ere 
GollGcted, The observation that differentiation was 
first noted on tho runner plants in 1925 and 192V, may be 
explaljied by the fact tliat a smll nuabcr of plants v/ero 
Gxaiaxned or that in removing the budc from the mother 
plant a, a bud other t' an tho one at the apez. of the crown 
was obtained. In 1928 as many as 20 buds were found .in a 
single riothor plant during the earlier dates of collection. 
Groat carc was tal:en in order to get the bud at the apex. 
A sunmiax'y of the data on the time of bud differ-
ontiation reveals that it did not occur on tuiy specific 
date and that it v;as not observed first at the smao time 
during each of tiie four seasons, I^ -'thennore, the initi­
ation of flower buds extended over a period of at least 
t 
six weeks, and did not take place in all plants at the 
same time, (Toff (8), one of the earliest investigators 
on the subject, reported that differentiation occurred in 
the Clyde variety of strawberry on September 20 in 
'.Visconsin, and also that it tool-: place in tho mother plants 
::.nd. the i"umior plants at the sane time. Morrow (16) 
reported September 20 as the time of fruit bud formation 
of the Dunlap variety in Iowa. Hill and Davis (11) observed 
ort 
— t * 
that differentiation occurred in the Pocoi-ioke v:.-^ riGty on 
Ceptember 19 in Ottav/a, Canada* In each of the tlii^ ce 
seasons that they conducted the in."©litigation, tliey 
repoii:ed September 19 an the date of initiation of flov/er 
bud forraation. However, these men did not find that '8\e 
tirr.c of differentiation in the mother plants was parallel 
to that in the runner pltrxts. 
Fruit Bud Formation and Development in 
Relation to Age and Position of Plants 
This part of the problem was studied during 
1927 end 1928, The data obtained in 1928 agreed with 
that of the preliminary study Dado in 1927, and because 
it v/as nore co;.iplete, the 1928 data are discussed for this 
particulai' section of the v/ork. 
The 1923 material v/as studied to deterinine the 
floral development of the buds of plants in tlie follov;ing 
2'elationships; (1) xilants of s5j;iilar af^ es and siiriilar 
positions, (2) plants of 35.Biilar a^ es but of different 
* 
positions, (3) plants of different ages but siiuilar 
positions, (4) plants of different ages and in different 
TDOsitions. 
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IJethods used, 
Similar ages and similar positions, I>ae to 
the fact that all nother plants ivere set on the same 
date they represented, on each date of collection, plants 
of similar ages and similar positions. This was not true 
of the runner plants. The first plants to set on each 
runner series rooted over an extended period of time. 
This was true also for the plants in the other correspond­
ing positions on the runner series. The data in table 2 
shov/ the number of plants in each position and the date 
of their rooting. 
The data in table 2 are pr sented graphically 
in figure 2. it will be obs rved from this data that the 
first number one runner plant set on May 28, while the 
last number one plant set on July 13, an interval of 46 
days. From June 25 to July 1, 44,5 per cent of all number 
one runner plants rooted, Likev/ise, a large percentage 
of runner plants in each of the other positions rooted 
during one week. Slides selected of buds of plants which 
rooted during the period of maximum plant production are 
considered as representative of buds of similar ages and 
similar positions. For example, slides of buds of the 
number one plants which rooted from June 25 to July 1 
and which v/ere collected on August 27 are representative 
-29- ! 
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of nuinbGr one plants of similar ages and simil.ir positions 
for that particular date. The same plan v;as followed for 
eacli date at which number one plants were collected from 
the field. This method of selecting slides of the nuinber 
one plants was used in the selection of the slides for the 
other runner plants located in different positions on the 
runner series. 
Different ages and similar positions. It will he 
observed in table 2 that inany number one runner plants rooted 
before the weekly Interval, June 25 to July 1, also that 
many rooted after this period. Slides of buds selected from 
those particular plants were considered as representative of 
number one plants of different ••.ges but similar positions. 
The same plan was followed in the selection of slides of 
plants of the other positions. 
Similar ages and different positions. It will be 
observed from the data in table 2 that some runner plants 
occurring in different positions rooted at the same time. 
For example; a few niomber two plants on tho runner series 
rooted at the same time as some of the number one plants on 
other runner series. The above viras also true of the other 
runner plants. Slides selected of buds of these plants v/ere 
considered as representative of plants of similar ages but of 
different positions. 
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Different ages and dlffei^ ent positions. Slides 
selected of buds frow a mother plant tmd its successive 
runner series plants were considered as representative of 
plants of different ages and different positions. 
Morphology of buda in relation to age and position of 
plfmts. 
Similar ages and in similar positions. A ft er 
a study of a nuiriber of sections representing plnnts of 
similar ages and cjjmilar positions a synthetic drawing 
xvas made to show the average development of the buds of 
the plants for each position at each date of collection. 
In addition to this drawing photomicrographs \vere taken 
of a few representative buds or portions of buds. These 
drawings include plates I, II, III, IV, vrhile the photo­
micrographs comprise plates V, to XXVIII inclusive. 
In the follov/ing discussion the ages of the 
mother plants are given exactly while the ages of the runner 
plants are given approximately being based upon the period 
of time extending from the week of raaximum rooting of the 
plants, in a given position, to the date of their removel 
from tho field# The discussion of the development of the 
various buds is a description of the average develcpiient 
of the central floral stalks as represented by the dravirings 
in plates I, II, III and TV, It will be recalled that these 
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drav;ingD represent what was coiisidered as the average 
dGvelopmont of the buds of the plants in each position 
on each date of collection. The data are described 
mider the headings of dates of collection. 
First collection, August 27. The mother plants 
were 124 days old. The runner plants were progressively 
younger according to the positions of the plants in the 
runner series. Tables 2 ^ nd 3, Ho differentiation had 
occurred on this date and all bads were in a similar 
sta^ e of development, Plate I, figure 1, 
Second collection, September 10. The raother 
plants v/ere now 138 days old; the i-ninner plants v/ere 
procressively younger according to their positions, with 
the youiisest plant, number seven, but 14 days old. Tables 
2 and 5. As in the previous collection no differentiation 
had occurred in any of the buds, Plate I, figure 1, 
Third collection, September 20, The raother 
plants were nov/ 148 days old. The youngest plants, the 
number eights on the runner series, were 10 days old. 
Tables 2 and 3, 
The mother plants showed definite differentiation. 
The primary flower showed sepal prlmordia. Two secondary 
flov/er-stalks were readily visible and their growing points 
were lengthened and flattened, one showing recently formed 
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sepal primordia. This stage of development indicated 
thc.t differentiation had occurred a fov; days befoi-'G 
thia collection of September 20. Plato II, figui^ e 1. 
Tlrie number one plants v/ere now appi'oxlnw tely 
87 days old. Tables 2 aixT. 3, Eaj^ liest initiation of 
fruit bud differentiation was sho\vn by the crown or 
grov.'in/^  point piishinf!; broadening and flattening out 
on to"., thus beginnir-g the formtion of a flower-stall::, 
Plate II, fl,5u-o 2,  
The number tv.'o plants vrcre only 7.5 days old 
but t'TOir budn shoured approxi:'ntel7/' the sarao de,r;rec of 
development as those of the number one plants. Plate II, 
figure 3, 
The regaining plants, three to eight inclusive, 
on the runner oories, showed no differentiation. Plate II, 
fi£:ur0 o. 
Fourth collection, October 5, The riother plants 
',7or0 165 days old. The othei' plants at different 
positions on the runjier oeriec were progressively less, the 
yoimfTOst plants, the nunber nines, were but 11 days old. 
Tables 3 and 4, 
The bud of the liiother plant was showing sepal, 
•octal and stamen pritaordia on the primary or central 
flo'.ver. The tv,o secondary flcv:ers were dlearly seen, with 
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one slightly in advance, showing sepal pri ordia quite 
clearly and just the boginnlng of the petal prlmordia, 
'Whereas the other Ghovved only the flattened growing point 
v/ith sepal lobes barely visible. The tertiary flovjcr-
stalk could be seen branching fron the secondary and the 
fl?.;ttoned top of its crovm indicated the early stages of 
differentiation, Plate III, figure 1, 
The nuraber one plants v/ero 102 days old on 
this date. The bud showeu, on the primary flaver, sepal, 
petal, and stamen priraordlaj on the secondary flov,rer, 
sepal and petal prtnordia on the more advanced, and. sepal 
lobes barely visible on the other; on the tertiarios just 
the flottened top of the developing branches, except on 
one tertiary where sepal primordia were quite evident. The 
degree of development as a whole was approximately the same 
as that of the i other plants. Plate III, figure 2,  
The mmber two plants v/ere 88 days old. The 
primary flov/ers of the buds S;iOwed sepal and petal primordia 
the secondary flowers were developing the sepal primordia; 
tertiary branches shov/ed the flattened tops. The degree of 
development was only slightly less than that of the number 
one plants, Plate III, figure 3, 
The number three' plants were 81 days old but 
the primary flowers of the biid showed only the lengthening 
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of stalks and the initiation of the sepal priiaordia, a 
stage of development similar to the more advanced 
secondary flowers of the number tv/o plants. The 
secondary branches v;ere shov.dng the flattened tops of 
the growing points similar to the more advanced tertiary 
of the number one plants. 
The number four pl:mt£3 were only 74 days old. 
The degree of development was approxiraatcly the same as 
that of the number three plants. Sepal primordia were 
present on the central flowers and the flattened tops of 
the growing points of the secondary floral branches v/ere 
visible, Plate III, figure 5, 
The raimber five plants were 60 days old. Sepal 
primordia v'nve not as distinct on the primary flowers as 
they were on those of the number four plants but they were 
clearly visible. Tertiary floral branches were showing the 
flattened tops. Plate III, figure 6, 
T The number six plants were 53 days old. Sepal 
primordia were barely discernible on the primary flov/ers 
and no secondary or tertiary flov^ ors were visible. Plate 
III, figure 7, 
Although the number seven plants were but 39 
(lays old, the degree of development v/as practically the same 
as that of the number six plants, with sepal primordia just 
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appearing, Plate III, 3, 
Tlie number eight plants were only 25 days old. 
tmd were showing less dovelopinent than the number se^ 'en 
plants. The central floral stalks wore developing and 
showed t}Te flattened and broadened tops, which marked the 
initiLition of flov/er differentiation. This development is 
dlirdlar to that of the number one plants on September 20, 
when they were 77 days old. Number eight plants, forming 
1: ter in the season, developed flov/cr parts in 25 d:;'.ys 
similar in degree to those developed by number one plants 
in 77 days, Plate III, figui-'o 9« 
The nuinber nine plants were only 11 days old 
and shov/ed no differentiation. Plate III, figUi*e 10. 
A brief reviev/ of the data p. oscinted for plants 
of similar ages and in similar positions, T<vl:iich v/e^ o 
collected October 5, shov/ed that the mother plaits and 
number one plants had reached approximately ttie same stage 
of floral development, even though, the niunber one plants 
v/ere younger. Flowers of younger plants developed more 
rapidly and reached a stage of development similai' to that 
of the older plants in a shOTter period of time. The other 
plants on the runner series showed that differentiation 
began with the mother plaiitc and then proceeded progress­
ively in the plants on the runner scries. The runnor plrnts 
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showed that the flowers on the later formed plants 
developed more rapidly after initiation of floral parts 
th£m the earlier formed plants. The flowers on the 
younger plants attained a similar stage of development in 
a shorter period of time than v/as required by the older 
plants. The youngest plants shov/ed no differentiation at 
this time. 
Fifth collection, October 25,  The mother plants 
were nov; 185 days old. The plants in the other positions 
in the runner series v^ ere progressively less, the youngest 
plants, the nimiber tens, being only 10 days old. Tables 
2 and 5, 
With the exception of the number nine and ten 
plants, the drawings presented in Plate TV to depict the 
development of the flov/ers on this dote shov/ only the 
primry flov;er. 
Due to the facts that full drawings v,'ould 
necessarily have been very large, in order to represent 
correctly the comparative development of the various 
flov/ers, imd that such drawings v/ould have been in the main, 
repetitions of some of those of Plate I, it was deemed ad~ 
visable to depict only the development of the primary 
flowers of these buds. 
It will be recalled that diagramatic sketches 
presented in Plate I show the development of the secondary. 
torti vry, imd quarternary flov;ers in relation to the 
primary flower. It will also be recalled that the 
secondary flowers ai'e on the average one stage of develop­
ment less than the priiaary, the tertiary one stage less 
than the secondai-y, and the qunrternary one stage loss 
than the tertiary. Therefore, the development of the 
priuiai'^ y flov/er on October 25 was a fair criteriura of the 
development of the other flov/ers on the central flov/er-
stalk. The average stage of development of these flowers 
v.;ill be seen in Plates I and IV showing the stage of 
development of all flouvers in relation to the priraary 
floT/er and in relation to one another. 
The floral meE±)ers of the primary flowers of the 
crovm bud on the mother plants were well developed. The 
receptaclG v;a£3 covered with the priraordia of the pistils. 
Some anthers v/ere showing well defined locules and some of 
the most advanced were shoviring pollen mother cells v/ith 
large nuclei, Plago IV, figure 1, The development of 
other flov/ers on the stall: are po^ t^rayed in plate I, figure 
11. 
The number one plants were 122 days old bat the 
flov/ers were in a degree of development similar to that of 
the flowers of the mother plants, Plate IV, figure 2 and 
plate I, figure 11, 
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The niimber tviro plants v;cre 108 days old t»it the 
primary flowers of the crov;n buds were fully differentiated. 
Pistil prirriordia covered the receptacle and the anthers 
were showing four v/ell defined locules, Plate IV, figure 3 
and plate I, figure 10, 
The number three plants were seven days younger 
and the degree of development of the primary flow rs was 
quite si^ jillar to that of the primary flowers of the number 
tv/o plants just described, Plate IV, figure 4 and plate I, 
figure 10, 
The number one plants were only 94 d-ys old and, 
with the exception of the facts that the pistil primordia 
did not cover the receptacle completely and that not as 
many of the anthers showed the four well defined locules, 
the stage of development of the primary flowers was quite 
similar to that of the numbers two and number three plants, 
Plate VI, figure 5 and plate I, figure 10, 
Tlie number five pltmts were 85 days old and the 
primary flowers were similar in degree of development to 
those of the number four plants, Plato VI, figure 5 and 
plate I, figure 10, 
The number six plants wore 73 days old and al-
thou^ i the primary flowers were well developed, the degree 
of differentiation v;as slightly less than that of tl e 
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primary flov;r;rs of the number five plants, Tho anthers 
v;ere filled with sporogenous tissue and the beginning of 
pistil primordia was just evident near the bcise of the 
receptacle, Plate IV, figure 7 and plate I, figui'e 9. 
The number seven plants were only 59 days old, 
but the primary flowers wore as fully developed as those 
of the number six plants, Plate IV, figure 0 and plate I, 
figure 9, 
The number eight plants which were 50 days old 
shov/ed a primary floral development equal to that exhibited 
by the nmaber six and seven plants, Plate Iv, figure 9 and 
plate I, figure 9, 
The number nine plants were only 31 days old but 
were showing a degree of development dccidedly more advanced 
than plants of a corresponding age collected during the 
earlier part of the season. The primordia of the sepals, 
petals, stamens v/ere visible on tho priiiiary flowers, 
Primordia of the sepals and petals were evident on the 
secondary flov;ers whi e tertiaries v/ere shov/ing well flat­
tened tops, Plate IV, figure 10, 
The number ten plants were only 10 days old. 
Sepal and petal prSjnordia v/ere visible on the prii?iary 
flowers; sepal primordia on the secondary flowersj and 
the flattened tops were visible on tho tertiaries. The 
rapidity of floral development on these yowig plants was 
quite striking. The flowers had reached, in ten days, the 
sr=ine stage of developmont as the numbei'' two plants on 
Octobcr 5 had reached in S8 days, Plato VJ, figure 11, 
Ta.ble 3 sunmiariaDs some of the data presented. 
It ri!;iov/s the interval, in days, between the setting of the 
first and last plant in a specified position, also it shows 
the approximated age of the runner plants based upon the 
interval of time extending frora the week of maximuii rooting 
to the date of collection of plants from the field. It 
also shows the time at which differentiation was observed 
for the plants in the vrrious positions. 
This study porti'ays v;hat may be consid'-red as 
the representative development of a mother plant G.nd its 
runner plants for the 1928 season. Fruit bud formation 
U'GG first observed on September 20 having occurred betT:ecn 
September 10 and 20, The mother plt^ ints differentiated 
firot and were followed by the number one and two plants 
ill v;hich dirferentiation occurred practically simultaneously, 
-.11 plants including the number eight plants had differ­
entiated flowers by October 5, On this date the mother 
plants and the nujabor one plants sho;7ed the hirhest stage 
of floral development. Runner plants occupying positions 
tv/o, three, four, five, six, and seven varied very little 
Table 3 
Interval in dn.ys between the setti)ig of plants in a given position and the 
average ago in days of plants dug on different dates, and the date of 
flower dif..."ercnt iat ion, 
Position : Intorv.'il 
of :in days /iverage ago in days of plants v/hen Po:?iod diu' ins 
T3lant :between dug. Dates based on poi^ iods of v/hich 
:th© 1st raaxirnuiii rooting for the position different! at ion 
lOBt SDOcified, oe cur-red 
folant to 
: set at t) e 
;poGition 
/aig,27 :Sopt,10 :8ept,20 : Oct,5 t c^t.SS : des ignatcrl 
Mothei' p I ant 0 124 138 148 163 183 Sept, 10 to 
Sept• 20 
No. 1 tf 46 63 77 87 102 122 Sept, 10 to 
Sept, 20 
No, 2 ?! 59 49 63 73 08 108 Sept, 10 to 
Sept. L'O 
No, S 56 42 56 66 81 101 Sept, 20 to 
Oct. 5 
No. 4 n 56 55 49 59 74 94 Sept. 20 to 
Oct, 5 
No. 5 71 21 35 45 60 85 Sept, 20 to 
Oct, 5 
No. 0 n 54 14 28 38 53 73 Sept, 20 to 
Oct. 5 
No. 
No. 
V 
8 
ii 
ti 
71 
64 
tm 14 24 
10 
59 
25 
59 
50^  
Sept, 20 to 
Oct. 5 
Sept, 20 to 
Oct. 5 
No. 9 t! 50 — — 11 31^^ Oct. ,5 to 
Oct. 25 
No. 10 V 35 — — 1^57 Oct, 5 to Oct. 25 
i 
m 
I 
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in their degree of differentiation. The number eight 
plants v;ere just begin: in.t; to show the formation of the 
primary flower axes and the nuraber nine plants showed no 
differentiation. On October 25 all plants, with the ex­
ception of the very youngest, the nines and tens, were 
qx-iite similar in the stage of development attained in 
the ppinary flowers. The flowers of the youngest plants 
developed rapidly in the latter part of the season and 
reached a niuch more advanced stage of development than 
they exliibited at any of the eax'lier collections. Tlie 
flov/ers of these younger plants reached a stage of develop-
nent siinilar to that attained by the oldei' plants on 
October 5, It was found on October 25 that the mother 
plants and the nusiber on© plants had the highest degree of 
floral development and v/ere followed very closely in order 
by the other plants on a runner series up to the number 
nine plants, Flov;er bud differentiation took place re­
gardless of the age of the plant. For example; the 
flov.'- rs of the prjjnary stalks of the number ten plants 
roached a similar stage of development on October 25, a 
period of 10 days, as the flowers of the central stalks of 
the i;:other plants roached on September 20, a period of 148 
days, an.d a similar stage of development as the number two 
plants reached on October 5, a period of 88 days. The 
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development of the flowers differentiating later in the 
season was evidently more rapid than the development of 
those differentiating earlier in the season. 
Different ages and in sliailar positions. TJiis 
relationship v;as studied from the "buds of those plants 
which rooted on different dates but v/liich v/ere in 
similar positions on the various runner series. The 
moterial available for this phase of the Investigation 
v;as limited due to the fact that the growth of all plants 
was quite uniform, therefore, there v/as but a small number 
of plants of different ages occupying similar positions on 
the various runner scries. Definite conclusions could not 
be drawn from such a small amount of data but the evidence 
pointed to the probability that the central flower-stallcs 
of the older plants in similar positions were nore advanced 
during the earlier part of the season than those of the 
younger pl.-ints occupying corresponding positions. For 
exam-ple; a number one plant which rooted June 1 s?iov/ed a 
slightly higher degree of development than a number one 
plant which rooted June 28, and this relationship was still 
in evidence, but to a less marked degree, October 5, With 
the exception of the very youngest runner plants, all 
primary flowers on the flower-stalks had attained a similar 
stage of development by October 25, which ^ vas the date of 
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the last collection. 
It is questionable whether this dif-ference in 
development was due to the fact that the older plants, 
in correspondLng positions on the various runjier sr;ries, 
v/ere on more vigorous mother plants and v;oLild show a 
more advanced stage of development than the floxvers of 
plants produced by less vigorous growing mother plants. 
It is possible that this more advanced stage of floral 
development of the older plants, occupying corresponding 
positions on the runjier series, was due to the fact that 
such pl.ants were produced by the more vigorous runner 
series and ivould be capable of attaining a higher degree 
of floral development than those plants developed by less 
vigorously grov/ing rimner series. It is recognized 
further tliat excessive vegetative vigor might likewise 
delay floi'al development, but the plants apparently were 
not in such a vigorous state of grov/th. It was noted that 
the central flov/er-stalks on the plants in t-no nmner 
series that v/ere considerably below the average in 
vegetative vigor v/ere further advanced at various periods 
in the earlier part of the season than v/ere the flov/ers of 
plants in corresponding positions produced by more rapid 
grooving runner series. 
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Simi3.ar ages and different positions. The buds 
chosen for this phase of the investigv.tlon v;ere tr.lzen 
from plants ivhich had rooted at the same tinie but v/ore 
in different positions on the various runner series. The 
material available was United due to the fact that grov;th 
of all plants v/as uniforni and that there was but a small 
number of plants of similar ages in different positions 
on the various runner series. Definite concliisions could 
not be drawn from the small mount of material available, 
however, the evidence pointed to the probability that 
plants of similar ages that occurred in the positions 
closer to the mother plant differentiated the central 
floral stall-.s earlier, and gave evidence of more advanced 
floral development dufing the earlier collections than 
those plants v/hlch v/ere of similar ag(;s but inore distant 
from the mother plants. This v;as not in evidence on the 
late formed runner plants, because these plants formed 
fru.it buds in a shorter period of time, and developed the 
central stalks quite rapidly. Therefore, ivith the excep­
tion of the youngest plants, the stage of floral develop­
ment attained by the flowers of the late formed rimner 
plants ?;a3 qiiito sir-iilar, even though these plants v;cre 
of similar ages but in different positions. The flowers 
on the central floral axes of buds of the earlier formed 
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ininner plants occupying positions one and tv/o on the 
various runner series shov/ed a hl^ er stage of floral 
development on the same date than did the flowers of 
plants of similar ages occupying positions three and 
four# It is questionable whether this was due to the 
fact that the more rapid growing runner series v/er© more 
vegetative and consequently floral development v/as delayed 
or v/hether the less vegetative ininner plants differentiated 
buds more quickly. For example; in a comparison of a few 
runner series, some of v/hich had number two plants and 
sorae of which had number three plants, all of the same 
age the formation of the fruit buds was delayed on the 
number three plants, This might be duo to the fact that 
the runner series, which set three plants while the othors 
were setting only two plants, were in such a state of 
vegetative vigor as to cause a delay in the formation of 
the fruit bu;"s. 
Different ages and in different positions» This 
study was made to determine the relationship in floral 
development that existed betv/oen a mother plant and its 
various runjier plants. The data that v;or© presented in 
the study of buds of similar ages and in similar positions 
d'.owed that differentiation began with the mother plant 
and progressed successively from the oldest to the youngest 
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plvont on a runner s> ries, and that, as the season advanced, 
the difference in the degree of development of the flowers 
on the central floral stallcs became less and less until 
finally they had all nttained approximately a similar stage 
of development by the time of the last collection on October 
25, 
Relation of the Age and Position of the 
Plant to its Production 
It was found that the flov/ers of the older 
plants were differentiated first and that all primary 
flowers on the central stalk, except those on the number 
nine and ten plants, reached a similar stage of development 
by the close of the growing season. 
It was thought that the older plants would be 
able to cause the differentiation of a greater number of 
buds than the younger plants, because the older plants were 
more vegetative during the gr'owing season in that they had 
a greater leaf area and produced a greater number of 
runners and extra crowns. If these plants did form more 
fruit buds, the yield of fruit should be greater. In 
order to check this it was thought advisable to take a 
rocord of yield of fruit of the plants in relation to age 
and position. 
••SO"* 
On June 13, 1929, the f37uiting year of the 
pl'xnts, an approximation of the probable yield was made 
by counting the number of flov/ers produced by the various 
plants. Many of these plants had over ripe berries, md 
also flov/ers which had not matured and were quito dry, 
Tlic total number of flov^ 'ers produced was counted regard­
less of condition. T\yenty-five representative mother 
plants and 84 runr.er series on these plants were used for 
the flower counts. These gave a total of 548 plants. 
Table 4 shows the relationship between the yield of a 
plant and its position on the runner series. 
It v/ill be observed in table 4 that the 548 
plants yielded a total of 52,907 flowers. The number of 
plants counted at each position varied, however, the 
average number of flowers produced by each plant in each 
position gives one a good idea as to the yield of these 
plants at the different positions on the runner series. 
It will be noted that the mother plants, the number threes, 
or those that comprised the third plants to set on the 
various runner series, averaged the hi,^ est number of 
flov/ers per plant with 125. With t'-e exception of the 
number three plants, there was a gradual decrease in the 
average niimber of flowers per plant from the mother plant 
thruough number ten. The mother and the first five runner 
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plants comprised the area of greatest yield. 
It is interecting to note that although the 
mother plants constituted only 4»5 percent of the plants 
they produced 10,54 per cent of the flowers. The nunbor 
three runner plants, which averaged 13,1 per cent of the 
total number of plants, were the highest producers with 
17,02 per cent of the total ^ i^ ield of flowers. The nun'oor 
ton runner plants comprised only 0,9 per cent of all the 
plants and produced only 0.09 per cent of the flowers, 
A very striking fact is obtained by adding the 
productions of all the plcnts including the mother plant 
throur^  the number fives. The plants occupying this 
area comprised only 69,8 per cent of all the :"lonts, yet 
they produced 87 per cent of thcft^ uit. Although plants 
from six to ten inclusive on the various minncr series 
comprised 29,19 per cent of the plants, they produced 
only 12,22 per cent of the fruit, Furtlier evidence of the 
productivity of the first forned runner plants v/as shovni 
by the fact that the riinner plants one, two, tree, four, 
and five totaled 65,P- per cent of the total plants formed 
and produced 77,44 per cent of all the fruit, 
 ^ Xt should be realised that there is some over­
lapping as to the age of these plants. For ox.am;^ le some 
of number two plants may be of the ssjne ages as the numoer 
one plants on another runner series. 
Table 4 
Average number of flov/ers on runner plants at 
different positions on the ininner series 
No. of :Percentage : Position : Total No. : Average No, : Percentage 
plants ;of total ; on runner- : flov/ers : of flowers : of total 
counted ; plants ; series : : per plant : flov/ors 
25 4.5 M.P. 5473 218.12 10.34 
74 13.5 No. 1 8764 118.43 16,56 
75 13.6 No. 2 8558 114.10 16,18 
72 13,1 No. 3 9003 125.04 17.02 
71 12.9 No. 4 8273 116.52 15,64 
70 12.7 No. 5 6369 90.98 12.04 
61 11.1 No. 6 3289 53.91 6.21 
48 8.7 No. 7 2133 44.44 . 4,03 
30 5.4 No. 8 702 23,40 1,33 
17 3.09 No. 9 298 17.53 ,56 
5 0.9 No. 10 45 9.00 ,09 
- — - — 
548 52907 
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Table 5 shows the relationship existing between 
the date of rooting of a plant, or its t'Jid its jield. 
This table also shov;s the percentage of the total ru;.iner 
production made during weekly intervals in relation to the 
yield of those same plants during the next season. 
It may be observed in table 5 that the inother 
plants, v/hich were the oldest plants, averaged the highest 
nuEiroer of floivers \vith a production of 218 flowers per 
plont. Of the other plants those rooting during the week 
July 9 to 15 inclusive in 1928 were the highest producing 
plants in 1929, the f3?uiting year, averaging 120.17 flowers 
per plant. These plants viere followed closely by those 
plants rooting July IS to July 22 inclusive. The averaj-^ e 
number of flowers per plant diLfin.g the latter period was 
120,03, The lowest average of 12 flowers per plant, vjas for 
the period from October 1 to 7 inclusive. The highest 
average yield per plant occurred on those plant, which 
rooted during the earlier part of the seasm, 
\7hen weekly intervals were considered, it was 
again foujid that those plants which rooted July 9 to 15 
inclusive in 1928 were the most productive in 1929, yielding 
14,5 per cent of the total number of flowers, The lowest 
producers were those which rooted during the weeks of October 
1 to 7 inclusive and October 8 bo 14 inclusive. These 
plants produced in each of these periods onl;^  0,1 per ccnt 
no 
pi 
25 
1 
0 
3 
10 
47 
37 
65 
58 
39 
46 
37 
55 
29 
34 
10 
19 
8 
9 
6 
4 
6 
541 
Table 5 
Average numbdr of flov/ors on plants setting at 
different v/eokly intei'vals 
Date of set 
1928 
Per cent of 
limners set 
1928 
Total Ko, 
flowers 
1929 
AV. Ilo. i 
flow ;^ s per; 
plnnt 1929 i 
Per cent 
of total 
flowers 
AT^ r. 25,1928 
5/28-6/3 
6/4-6/10 
6/11-6/17 
6/18-6/24 
6/25-7/1 
7/2-7/8 
7/9-7/15 
7/16-7/22 
7/23-7/29 
7/30-8/5 
8/6-8/12 
8/13-8/19 
8/20-8/26 
8/27-9/2 
9/3-9/9 
9/10-9/16 
9/17-9/23 
9/24-9/30 
lC/l-lO/7 
10/8-10/14 
10/15-10/21 
• 2 
• 6 
I,9 
9.0 
7.1 
12.4 
II.1 
7.5 
8.8 
7.1 
10.5 
5.5 
6.5 
1.9 
3.6 
1.6 
1.7 
1.1 
.8 
1.1 
5473 
104 
261 
1151 
5545 
4295 
7691 
6962 
4679 
5153 
3564 
3850 
1366 
1352 
438 
584 
167 
388 
72 
51 
112 
218.92 
104.00 
87.00 
115.1 
111.59 
116.08 
120,17 
120.03 
119.97 
112.02 
96.52 
69.63 
46.10 
39.76 
43.80 
30,73 
20.87 
43.11 
12.00 
12.75 
13.66 
10.3 
.2 
.5 
2 ,0  
10.5 
8.1 
14.5 
13.2 
8.8 
9.7 
6.7 
7.2 
2.6 
2.6 
.8  
1.1 
.3 
.7 
.1 
.1 
.2 
52,907 
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of the total number of flowers. It mat be remembered, 
however, that 12,4 per cent of the total mmber of nmners 
were set during the week of July 9 to 15; whereas only 
I,1 per cent and 0,8 per cent respectively, of the total 
runners v-ero produced during the weeks of October 1 to 7 
and October 3 to 14, A further survey of the table will 
brin^ j out the fact that those plants that rooted during 
the eai'licr weeks of the season v.-ero the most prod^ o^tive, 
Vdien comparinn; Intervals of ar)prcxliriately one 
month, it is .Loimd that from May 28, the date of setting 
of the first runner plant, to July 1 that the niunber of 
runner plants that rooted during this period amoimted to 
II, V per- cent of the total mmber of rumiers formed during 
the season, and that these plants produced 15,1 per cent 
of the total anount of fruit. During the next monthly 
interval, July 2 to 29 inclusive, the percentage of the 
total runiiers set was considerably over three times as 
great as that of the previous period. Tliese runners 
produced over th-ree tines as mch of the total araotuit of 
fruit, 38,1 por cent of the total runiiers set durjj:ig this 
period produced 44,6 per cent of the fruit. This period 
tiien was the period or interval of inaximutn production of 
runners and also v;as the period duriii^ i which the most 
productive plants for 19S9 v/ere formed. 
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The next tliree four week intervals nhowed a 
gradual decrease, both in the nmnber of runner plants 
forned mid of tho high yield of the various runner plants. 
During the fo^ .ir week interval from July 30 to /?ufi:ast 26 
inclusive, 51,9 per cent of the total rumiers set. These 
plants produced 26,2 per cent of the total frait, Proni 
Atigust 27 to f^ eptember 2-? -TncluRive 13,6 per cent of the 
total riinnors set, and these pro?iuced 4,8 per cent of the 
total fln,iit. The last four week intervals, September 25 
to October 21, v/as the period of lowest production of 
runnGrs, Only 4»7 per cent of the total nuiaber of rmrneps 
iverj sot during this per iod, and they produced only 1,1 
per cent of the fruit, 
R^ sviev/ing the data it is fomid that those 
plsnts \=/hich set thei.v roots from June 25 to /.u!^ ;;u3t 19 
inclusive daring 1928 produced 78,8 per cent of the 1929 
crop. It will be noted that 73,5 per cent of the total 
i-Tonners v/ere sot diiring this sixty day poriod, Tiiis was 
a very critical poriod then for tho next Sf;aaon*c crop. 
The plcmts that rooted ear'y in the season ^ rere by far the 
most productive. The data •:grce with trose of I,Iacoun (15) 
\viio recorded that the stolons formed in the earlier part of 
the s<mson gave the largest number of flov;er-stalks and hence 
the largest yield of fruit. 
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Vegetative Growth 
Growth of plants in 1927 and 1928. 
Since a study is to be Included of the influence 
of tho laeteorlogical factors of rainfall and temperature 
on tho growth of the strawberry plants during 1927 and 1923 
it will bo well to compare the vigor and amount of groirth 
made by the plants during these tv;o seasons. It has been 
recorded previously that the stage of development at a siven 
date v/as less in 1927 than it was in 1928, 
In 1927 the 83 mother plants produced an average 
of 30 runner plants each; v/hcreas in 1928 the 73 mother 
plants produced an average of 40 runner plants or 25 per 
cent more runner plants per mother plant. Table 5 shows 
the average number of days intervening from t he time of 
setting of the mother plants to the time of rooting of the 
first plant on each runner series. It v;ill be noted that 
plant foCTnntion started more quickly after planting in 1928 
than in 1927, and that the difference in time for the 
fcrraation of tho first runner plant on the five series 
became progressively greater from the first to the fifth 
se. ies. 
Even after selection of plants for their apparent 
similarity there ivas an average interval of 30 days betv/een 
the formation of the first plant on the first runner series 
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and the formation of the first plant on the fifth runner 
series in 192V» A period of hut 15 days v/as required for 
sinilar groivth in 1920, An average of 76 days was required 
for the initiation of the first plant on all five runner 
serien in 1927 rmd an average of 6S days in 1S28, These 
data shoiv that the plant in 1928 not only produced more 
plr.nts but produced then more rapidly raid more regularly, 
T.-hle 6 shows th;:t the number of plants per runner 
series in 1927 ranged froin five to seven with on averaf^ e of 
Qi:t for each for the five soricG, In 1928 the five nxnner 
seriv-:-;.:: produced (ioi average of eight runner plants each. /ai 
exar:ination of table 3 shov/s that in 1927 only forty-nine 
of the 83 riother xjlo.nts produced runner series that had as 
many as eij^ ht plants per series, totaling 8o plants, v^ hi'.e 
in 1928 sixty-five of the 74 mother plants produced runner 
series with Gi^ '!;ht pl.-mts, totaling 233 plants in that 
position, Tne average production of runner plants per runner 
series vias greater in 1923 than it was in 1927 and in 1928 a 
larger pcrccntage of mother plants produced more runner s-.ries 
with more plants per series than was the case in 1927, 
T ble 7 indicates that there '.van a conside-able 
uniformity in length of time intervening betv;een the 
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Table 5 
Average number of daysj for the formation of 
the five runner series froi;i the mother plants. 
Year; ITo. :Av. nuinbor of days for formtRange 
t mother: at ion of runiior scries : In 
; plants; I ; S : ^ 4 ; 5 ; Ave, :days 
1927 63 61 68 75 83 91 76 30 
1928 74 56 60 63 66 69 63 13 
Table 6 
The average nuiaber of plants formed 
on the different rmmer series 
: ITo, of ; Rimner series 
Year : mother plants:' ! : S~: 3 : '4 : 5 : Ave» 
1927 83 7 7 6 6 5 6 
1928 74 8 8 8 8 8 8 
Tibbie 7 
The c-veragG nmber of days intorvGning betv/een the formation of 
successive slants on a runner 
year 1927 :Numerical • • Year 1928 
No. :No,mother ;Total ho. :pooition :Total ito. ;No. ninner : No • days : 
days :plants pro-:Gunner :of plajit : rtinner :plants pro- ; interven- : 
inter­;duo ing such ;piant3 in ton the :plants ini-ducing such : ing : 
vening :runners : such :runner : ; such ; runner-a : 
• 
• 
:position « • :position * « 
76 83 415 1 370 74 63 
11 83 415 2 369 74 11 
13 83 410 3 368 74 10 
15 83 394 4 366 74 11 
14 83 344 5 362 74 12 
14 79 269 6 342 73 12 
15 68 171 7 302 73 13 
15 49 83 8 233 65 16 
15 12 13 9 141 58 18 
14 1 1 10 54 32 18 
11 12 11 12 
12 1 1 16 
2515 2920 
i 
ct> 
0 1 
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forraation of successive plants on the same runner series, 
'with the exception of the latter part of the season, these 
intervals were shorter in 1928 than in 1927, These 
various indications of grovfth taken separately or together 
indicate that a more vigorous grovv'th was made in 1928 than 
in 1927. Since the clijrate was the greatest variable 
during the two seasons it vms assumed that difference in 
moisture and temperature were chiefly responsible for theso 
varying araotints of grovrth. 
Factors tliat influenced grovrth and time of flower bud 
differentiation. 
It is generally conceded that fruit bud form­
ation is associated with an accumulation of carbohydrates. 
Evidently this accumulation occurrs when the carbohydrates 
synthesized are more than are required for growth and the. 
other activities of the plant. Other things remaining the 
same, an accumulation of carbohydrates in the growing 
plant accompanies, or is caused by, a lessing in the amount 
or percentage of vegetative growth. Among the many factors 
that may bo instnimental in causing such a retardation are 
lack of sufficient moisture at certain times and low 
temperatures. 
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Table 8, columns one and tv;o, comprise data Vv'hicli 
show the percentage-"- of grovrt;h response of the runner j)lants 
v:hich were allowed to set. The percentages of increase of 
all plants diiring weekly intervals in 1928 are shovm in 
coluiTin three. It includes all runner plants wldch were 
allowed to set and all runner scries and runnor plants 
which vrevQ pinched off# The average mean ifeekly temper-
atui'e and average mean v/eekly rainfall from April 25 to 
October 21, during the four years of the experiment, are 
chov/n in columns four, five, six, seven and eight, nine, 
ten,eleven respectively. 
Ho records were taken in 1924 and 1925 of the 
time of rooting of the runner plants but during these two 
years the mother plants and the unbranched runner scries 
v/erc selected from a planting that was grown under normal 
'"•^ he growth response of plants v/as figured on the percent-
af;e v;hich actually rooted in comparison to the nur.iber of 
plants tliat could have rooted. For example; with the ex­
ception of the weeks occurring after the collection of 
plants from the field, there were 370 possible chances of 
getting noTj- plants during each week in 1928 and 415 chances 
during 1927, This v/as true because the 74 mother plants in 
1028 and 83 mother plants in 1927 were limited to five runner 
Bories, and each runner plant was allovved to set only the 
first plant that formed. The number of possibilities of get~ 
ting nev; plants each v/eek vvas a constant factor, w&ile the 
nuEiber of plants tb^ t set each v;eek was a variable, Tlierefore, 
a setting of 305 plants during the weekly interval of July 9 
to 15 is expressed as 82 per cent gnjuth response for that 
particular period. 
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field conditions. The results of tliesG two year's study 
indicated that raoi'e accm-'ate information on the growth 
of the individual plants v/as advisable for a bettor inter­
pretation of the data. Although this increased the amount 
of detailed work, the resulting data have shov/n that the 
change v/as desirable. 
In 1927 the mother plants v/ere allowed to develop 
only five unbranched runner series. Records v/ere kept of 
the nuiflbor of runner series and of the number of runner 
plaiits reinoved. Ho record was kept of time of ronoval of 
the plants mentioned above, however, the d-^ ta in column 
one is indicative of the growth activity of all plants 
during weekly intervals in 1927. 
In 1928 the plants wore trained in a fashion 
similar to that used in 1927, In addition to the same 
records that were taken in 1927, complete data were kept 
the tirio of removal of all luinner series and of all 
runner plants. 
The 'k-ta in table 8 are expressed graphically 
in figures 4, 5, and 6, 
If will be observed frora the data in colunm. 
one that in 1927 the plants made a slov/ initial start 
which was followed by a rapid increase up throujiih the 
;veek of July 23 to 29, After this date through Septeraber 
3 to 9 the further grovrth response was rather \meven but 
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shov/ed no extreme fluctuations. It should be noted that 
there v/as a decline in growth during the v/eelc of September 
3 to 9 which was followed by a marked increase In grou'th 
activity the next week, and this in turn v;as follov;ed by 
a decided decrease, Frora October 8 thru the remainder of 
the season there was mostly a declinc in vegetative grov/th. 
The data in column two show that in 1928 there 
was a slov; initial start followed by a r-apid increase in 
growth through Jtily 9 to 3^ , After this period the 
gro\7th response vras rather variable showing a rnuch greater 
degree of fluctuation tb-an it did in 1927, It will be 
observed that after September 10 to 16 there was lessened 
activity throughout the remainder of the season and a 
pronounced decline in grovy-th during the week of September 
17 to 23. 
The data in col\inin three show that the percent­
age Increase of all plants during 1^ -^28 was slow at first 
followed by a rapid increase reaching the peak during 
Juno 25 to Jul.y 1, The growth was rather uneven for the 
weoluly intervals up to tuid includiiig that of September 10 
to Septeribcr' 16, There was a decided decrease in growth 
Septenber 17 to 23, j\fter this date there was a lei^ sened 
growth activity throughout the remainder of the season. 
It will be obserired that the total rainfall in 
1927 iras extremely low as only 9,19 inches fell befiDG 
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Table S 
Growth reeponse of plants to temperatu 
Weekly 
Intervals 
J Percentage of sPercentage 
{runner plants set :increase of 
:l3a8ed on ntuniser of: all plants 
iplants that could ;during weekly 
ihaye^Bet intervals 
• Av. mean temperatu 
* during weekly int 
rw lyZ2 
: 0 F. : 0 F. ; 0 F, 
6 1927 t 192g : 192^ 
w25-w29 
V30-5/6 
5/7r5a3 
s/lit-s/so 
5/21-5/27 
5/28^6/3 
6/4-6/10 
6/11-6/17 
6/18-6/24 
6/25-7/1 
i/z-im 
7/9-7/15 
7/23-7/29 
i®?S 
g/13-g/l9 
3/20-2/26 
2/27-9/2 
9/3-9/9 ^ 
9/10-9/16 
9/17-9/23 
9/2^1-9/30 
10/1-10/7 
lO/g-lO/lif 
10/15-10/21 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1.6g 
g.91 
15.66 
34.21 
j|4.09 
5-.53 
38.55 
52.04 
51 
3.37 0,10 
1.60 
7^.92 
29.15 
ik).67 
^3.52 
17.6!^ 
4.ig 
2.00 
1.00 
75-00 
220.00 
210.00 
ISO.00 
122.00 
29.00 
91.00 
49.00 
130.00 
72.00 
99.00 
150.00 
20.00 
^7.00 
3.00 
14.00 
3.00 
.7 
10.00 
62 
56 
57 
52 
65 
I 
76 
72 
7 
70 
6l 
72 
77 
22 
59 
52 
55 
51 
51 
^9 
62 
61 
8 
y 
70 
66 
79 
73 
77 
71 
n 
II 
70 
71 
5g 
50 
50 
66 
60 
5^ 
61 
P 
62 
73 
P 
67 
70 
72 
65 
75 
57 
57 62 
61 

Table 8 
; of plants to tempexat-ure an'', rainfall 
* Av. mean temperature 
• during weefcly intervals 
Av. mean rainfall during 
weekly intervals 
i-y t 
: 0 F. : 0 F. : 0 F. : 0 F. 
e 1927 5 1923 : 192^ : 1925 
Inches : Inches : Inches : Inches 
1927 s 1923 : 192^1 : 1925 
62 
56 
P 
P 60 
79 
76 
P 
70 
el 
72 
77 
32 
59 
52 
55 
51 
51 
62 
61 
§5 
§7 62 
63 
6^ 
'0 
79 
73 
77 
71 
71 
53 
§0 
60 
66 
60 
5^ 
61 
P 60 
62 
73 
P5 
67 
70 
72 
P 6s 
65 
75 
73 
62 
57 61 
57 
62 
61 
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September 10, The plants were irrigated three times 
during 1928* With the exception of water applied on 
the date of planting, each irrigation during 1928 was 
followed by a rain within tv/enty-four hours. It will be 
noted that the plants wore much more responsive to 
fluctuations in temperature in 1927 than they were in 
1928, This wo Id seem plausible since the soil molpture 
was a raore constant factor in 1927, and the plants would 
respond more noticeably to fluctuations in teraperatura. 
It will be observed that in 1927, three weeks of 
comparatively dry weather preceded the period before 
which the first beginning of fruit bud differentiation was 
noted and also that there was a slight decline in growth 
during the same period. It ivill be reca.Lled that a greater 
percentage of buds showed differentiation on September 24, 
1927 than on September 10, There v/as a di'op in the average 
mean temperature from 82° P. during September 9 to 16, to 
59° P. during September 17 to 23 and this w^ as accompanied 
by a decided decrease in grov/th res-onse of the plants. The 
lessened activity during September 3 to 9 probably was caused, 
in part, by the protracted dry period preceeding. The sudden 
decrease in grov/th response September 17 to 23, probably was 
associated with the drop in temperature from 82® P. to 59® P. 
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Tho data in tablo 8 show that during 1928 there 
was a rotardatian In grov/th during September 17 to 2S, 
This probably was caused by the drop in temperature from 
71® F, to 58® P. that occurred at the sano time, since the 
heavy rain during the preceding week evidently provided 
sufficient inoisture. Fruit bud differentiation v;as 
observed first on SeptenbGr 20 during this year. 
The external factors influencing fruit bud 
foriaation in 1924 and 1925 were comparable to the factors 
influencing fruit bud formation in 1927 and in 1928. A 
drop in the average mean weekly temperature occurred 
September 3 to 9 in 1924, and remained comparatively low 
after this date. There Yms also very little rain from 
August 16 to September 9, in fact, only one precipitation 
of 1.49 inches v/hich occurred on August 24. Fruit bud 
forr.iation was observed first on Septeciber 7, and evidently 
the chief external factors accoiuponying this period v;ere low 
temperature and lack of moisturo. Ho growth data y/ere taken, 
but evidently vigor of growth v;ac slackened in the sains 
manner as that of 1927 ond of 1928. In 1925 only ,64 inches 
of rain fell from August 13 to September 2, Tliis dry period 
evidently was influential in causing the proper nutritive 
condition to take place in the plants, becuuse fruit bud 
foiTnation was observed first on September 2, There was a 
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drop in the average mean weekly temporatiire September 10 
to 16 and the temperattire was comparatively lov.' for tb.e 
reiru.indor of the season, Loxi temperatiire wac not a 
fr^ ctor in causing the initiation of friiit buds on 
September 2, Low teinporature in its influence in retard-
ing vegetative grov/tli was evidently influential in causing 
buds to differo.ntiate after September 2. 
L samraary of the data sl\ows that in 1924 fruit 
bud foiTjiation was preceeded by low temperature and lack 
of rrioisture; in 1925 by lack of moisture; in 1927 by lack 
of moisture, and in 1928 by lovi tewperature. 
The26 data agree with those of other investigators, 
Kirby (12), -Krho worked with the apple in lovva, Abbott (1) 
Vv-ho worked with the Tung Oil tree in Florida, and 'A'iggans (21) 
v.'ho v;orked v^ ith pears in California, all reported that lack 
of soil moisture was associated v/ith the tirae of fruit bud 
formation. Goff (9) and liorrow (16) worked with the strav/-
beri'y ih Wisconsin and lov/a ir-spectively. Tiiey maintained 
tliat lov; tenperature x-ras the chief external factor associat­
ed v/ith the tirae of fruit bud formation. 
The data presented in this paper show that the 
external factors of lev: teniperatm''e ov lack of moisture 
tal:en separately or in combination are associated with the 
time of frait bud formation. 
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Grovrbh of plants in similar positions 
It was thou^ it that during 1924, 19!25 and 1927 
the oldest pl'-.nts vr::rG the most vigorous, and that they 
v/ould not difforontiatc fri.iit buds until there was a r-e-
tardntion of vc:-getative 5rov;th. It was assumed that most 
of tlio elaborated plant food was used in making \'ogctativo 
;;^ rov:th for a certain period and tliat the carbohydrates 
accuiailated after grovrtji was retarded. In order to verify 
this asstUTiption, records were kept dus-iiig 1928 of the 
j^ rov^ th of indix'-idual plants aecordiiig to their positions. 
Obviously the mother plants uei'e the oldest .'irui the 
rtuiner plants tvero youRger as progressed outivarcl on 
tlio runner series. All i-^ onner plo.nts occtipying similar 
positions on" the runnei' series v.'ore not of the sane tige, 
since sorie runner series started earlier t':an others, 
altiiong}:! they developed no ii-ore rapidly after starting 
than those that \7ere started later. How. ver, the growth 
dur3-ns 192S ms so unifoi-m that most of the plants occupying 
si'^ iilar positions on the different runner series v;ere more 
nearly the sane ago tlian v/ere the other plants in different 
jjoeitions. She average number of i)li;ntG produced by the 
plants in sinilar positions is slioivn in the follov;inj^  table. 
7^4-
Table 9 
iWorage number of plants produced by oacli 
plant according to its position, 
3^28 
Position :Ho, of : Total no, : Avero„<^e llo. 
of plant Iplants : plants pro- : of plants 
:at this ; duced from : produced from 
:position : this position ; each position 
LiOther 
plant 74 
370 
369 
368 
366 
2274 
4182 
3656 
£726 
1972 
1530 
890 
o44 
309 
159 
30,8 
11.3 
9.8 
7.4 
5,3 
o,6 
2.6 
1,7 
1.3 
1.1 
iio. 1 
Ho, 2 
110 . o 
Ho, 4 
no, 5 
Ho, 6 
Ho, 7 
Ho, 8 
Ho, 9 
No, 10 
342 
502 
233 
141 
54 12 
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It ?/ill be observed from the data in this 
table that the mother plants v/ere the iiost productive 
of ne\7 plants reiving rise to an average of 30,8 plants 
each. The runner plants, in the order of their sequence 
in. the runner sories, gave rise to a diminishing number 
of new plants. This table brings out in a striking 
fashion the relationship of a plant on a runner series 
and its ability to produce new plants. 
The rate of formation of new plants according 
to their positions was taken during 1928, Data in table 
10 show the percentage increase during weekly intervals 
of the plants produced in each position. The data in 
table 10 are expressed graphically in figures V, 8 and 9, 
It v/ill bo observed from this data that the percentage 
increase for weekly intervals fluctuated considerably but 
that, in general, the gravth curves correspond quite 
closely to that in figure 4 which shows the percentage 
increase during weekly intervals of all plants. Daring 
the earlier part of the season most of the elaborated food 
was evidently used for furthering vegetative gro^vth. After 
this period there was a lessening of growth and it was 
during this period that differentiation occurred first. 
This may have been due to an accumulation of carbohydrates 
which produced the favorable internal chemical composition 
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Table 10 
9 be weekly intervals of the number of plants 
position 
Position of -plant 
^TlfoTTf ; Ho. 5 : No. 6 ; So. 7 J Ho. g : Ho. 9 : No. 10 : 
IP.: jo inor.;^ inor.: ^ incr.:^ incr.;^ inor.t ^ inor.; ^ incr.; 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D iHll.OO 
D 95.00 3i|-0.00 
0 62.00 lll7.00 10.00 
t> 36.00 6.00 0.00 
:o 66.00 29.00 li)..00 0.00 
jo 52.00 60.00 12.00 2.10 
(0 42.00 55.00 if2.00 2.00 
b 103.00 71.00 65.00 26.00 
jo ^5.00 73.00 63.00 56.00 
10 S5.00 71.00 62.00 63.00 |0 0.00 1.00 5.00 13.00 
10 11.00 16.00 21.00 24.00 
10 0.00 0.00 2.00 10.00 
10 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.'ti0 
10 10»00 l6,00 19.00 21.00 
-0.00 
0.00 
97.00 0.00 
129.00 0.00 
62.00 21.00 0.00 
12.00 2.00 0.00 
42.00 17.00 23.00 
;^ii00 14.00 5.00 
4..00 6.00 0.00 
47.00 27.00 57.00 
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that resulted In flo"svfer b\id formation. The less vegetative 
plants evidently are able to accxuniilate a reserve of 
carbohydrates most rapidly since they do not utilise such 
a liigh percentage in the production of nev; plants. Pre­
liminary chemical analyses of these plants made by Asbury 
(2) showed, that an accvumilation of polysaccharides began 
at the time of, or just previous to, fruit bud differentiation. 
It has been observed that the beginning of differentiation 
occ^lrred after or during a period when vegetative grov;th v/as 
retarded. The analyses also showed that carbohydrates 
accumulated later in the season in those plants which v/ere 
fartherest removed from the mother plants. 
The work of Kraus tind Krayblll (15) has stimulated 
a large amoxint of horticultural research dealing with the 
grov/th responses of the ;:lants as associated with their 
internal chemical composition, I»luch of this research has 
shown tliat there is a relationship between the growth pro~ 
moting substances, such as nitrogen, and storage and energy 
producing substances, such as carbohydrates, and the 
vegetative and roprodizctive res onse of the plants. These 
and other experiments have shown that the amount and 
manner of growth of a plant are gre tly inf2iuenced by its 
environment, 
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Choiviic:.,! analyses are not available to show 
the carbohydrate-nitrogen ratio of the plants used in 
the present investigation. It would seam, however, that 
the vegetative grov/th of these plants and their floral 
development would give somewhat of a criteria as to the 
carbohydi'ate-nitrogen ratio. The growth of all plants 
in 1928 was miich more vigorous than in 1927. The climatic 
conditions were much more favorable for growth in 1928, 
It v/ould seem that during the growing seasasn, these plants 
wore well supplied v/ith nitrogen and carbohydrates, which 
caused a hig^ily vegetative growth up until the time of 
fruit bud formation. The growth was retarded at this time, 
and it would seem that, due to the Isrge leaf area already 
produced by these plants, tiiore v/ould be less nitrogen in 
relation to carbohydrates. The resulting ratio would make 
for fimitfulness by catising a greater number of imds to 
difi-'erentiate and also produce a more advanced stage of 
floral development. The vegetative growth in 1927 was v/eak 
in comparison to that of 1928, The climatic conditions 
were not nearly as favorable and the lack of rainfall probably 
caused a decrease in the amount of available nitrogen. The 
result was that these plants did not have as large a li-af 
area and v/ere not capable of supplying as much carbohydrate 
material after fruit hud differentiation, A smaller number 
•»82"» 
of plants differentiated fniit buds, ojtid tbo buds 
attained a less advanced ctagc of floral devolopjncnt. 
Tiie carbohydrutc-nitrogen content was sul'ficioiit evident­
ly ill both seasons to cause fruitfulness, however, in 
1928 a higjaer carbohydrate-nitrogen content resulted in 
greater degree of fraitfulness* 
The above v;ould seen to agree v/ith the v/or]-: of 
Loree (14) I'vliitehouse (20) anu Gardner (7), 
-85-
smmm 
1, The data presented in this paper are the 
rerailt of four years of invef;tigations on the tiiaie of 
fr\.iit bud differentiation in the IHinlap strawberry, 
2, The floral members develop in an acropetal 
succession, sepals, petals, stamens, pistils, 
5, The cymose inflorescence has a rather 
definite and orderly development. The pritaary flower 
differentiates first, the two secondary flowers follow, 
then the four teriarties, and finally the eight quarter-
narios, provided the possible regular development takes 
place. During the e.':rly part of the season the prl) ary 
flov/ers show ono stage of development in advance of the 
secondaries; the secondaries show one stage in advance 
of the tertiarties and so forth for the other flowers. 
The same order of development prevails during the latter 
part of the season, but the degree of difference in 
various flov/ors is not as pronounced, 
4, After the initiation of floral primordia, 
there is a rapid development of the floral members until 
climatic conditions are such as to retard such growth, 
5, The most advanced stage of development 
attained b*" the floral organs was not the same during 
the four seasons. The highest stage of development 
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attained by the floral mGmbers in 1925 was the initiation 
of stamen primordia; in 1924 and 1927 the stages of 
development were similar in that, the anthers shov/ed 
very early stages of mother cell formation, and the re­
ceptacle was coverod with pistil primordia and in 1928 
pollen mother cells were well defined but no tetrad form­
ation was evident, also the receptacle was covered with 
pistil primordia that showed a more advanced stage of 
development tlian that found in 1925 £j.nd 1927, 
6, The initiation of fruit bud formation was 
observed first during one of the first three weeks of 
September in all of the four years, Tbis development 
was noted during the first v/oek in 1924 and 1925j dtiring 
the second week in 1927; and during the third v/eek in 
1928, 
7, There is a relationship existing betv;een 
the vegetative vigor of the plants, the stage floral 
development attained and the time of differentiation. 
The vigor of grovrbh of the plants is much less during 
1925 than in any of the other seasons. This was due 
evidently to the fact that the mother plants wore not 
set until the middle of May, The vigor of growth in 1924 
and 1927 was similar, but in 1927 the plants were spaccd 
at a greater distance and the result was that in 1927 a 
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groatcr nuinbcr of plants on the runner series showed 
differentiation, T}ig most vigorous growth of plants 
tool' plnce in 1928, and also the hin;hest st.'^ge of 
floral developKient was .'xttaived that season. 
A relationship rilso existed between the vigor 
of growth of an individual plant and its time of differ­
entiation of flower buds and its floral develo inent» 
It vsas observed that the mother plants are the Diost 
vigQ-r-ous and arc followed in order with a less degree 
of vigor by the successive inmner plants in sequence 
out\iard from the mother plants. It required a longer 
period of time for the differentiation of flower buds to 
take place on the more vigorous grov/ing Individual plants 
than on the less vigorous growing plants but again the 
most advanced stage of floral development is attained by 
the vigorous growing plnnts, 
8, Different i'^t ion of the flower buds did not 
talcc plnce on any specific dnte, but took place over-an 
extended period of tine. The foi*mation of fruit buis 
occurred on the older •lants first and the younger plants 
l;:ter, and the differentiation r.nd development of the fruit 
budc in the mother plants were not coincident with those 
in the runner plants. 
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9. The buds d3.ffei'entiate regardless of age, 
Sone plants rooting in October 1928 differentiated their 
buds in ten days whereas the mother plants set April 25, 
did not shov/ any sign of differentiation tmtil SGpteiaber 
20, a period of 148 days, 
10. The fact tliat the late formed plants differ­
entiated their buds inore quickly than early formed plants 
showed that time as sudi is not influential in determin­
ing:; fiTiit bud differentiation, 
11. The InghevSt yield of fruit was borne on 
the oldest plants. The yield was greatest on the i-other 
plants and was successively loss foi' tJic runner . lants 
in the order of their sequence, 
32, The time of initiation of fruit bud form­
ation was associated with a retardation of vegetative 
gro\rth caused by a lack of moisture, oi' low teripei^aturo 
or a corabination of both. The initiation of fiuiit buds 
v/as preceded by lack of moisture and lev/ tempea^ature in 
1924, by l^i.ck of moisture in 1925, and lad: of moisture 
in 1927, and by low temperature in 1928, 
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conclusioits 
It v/as found that the tiiae of the initis.tion of 
flower buds varied slightly during oach of the four years 
of the investigation, but In all eases flower bud form­
ation corainenced during the early part of September, The 
earlier formed runner plants were much more vigorous, and 
\vcre more productive of both flov/ers and fruits than were 
the later formed plants. 
Conditions prevailing previous to.and during 
this period are very important in that they affect the 
vi^or and the number of flov;oi'*s that are initiated, j^Jarly 
planting, suitable soil, favorable climatic conditions, 
accompanied by proper cultural practices, si;ich as culti-
V ting, fortilising. Irrigating, and spacing of plants 
should do much toward increasing the number and vigor of 
early formed runner plants, Removing the plants formed in 
late /.ugust and early September and continued suitable 
cultural ope'ations should increase the number and vigor 
of the flowers produced on the older plants. 
Any or all of these operations v.'hich favor 
vigorous vegetative growth early in the season, v;ould in 
tui'n provide for the production of an ample supply of plant 
nutriontc, v/Iiich would promote the initiation of flouver buds. 
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Explanation of the Plates 
Plate I 
Outline drawlni-;s of Icngitiindinal soctions of 
strawberry Imds selected to show representative stages in 
flov/er bud formation from the undifferentiated rounded 
cro^m of a shoot bud to the pollen mother cells in a high­
ly developed flower bud. Floral development in the 
various buds is compared to these arbitrarily selected 
stages. 
Pig, 1. The rounded croivn shows no indication 
of differentiation. 
Pig, 2, The flattened ^;nd raised gror;ing point 
shov/s the initial stage of the differentiation of the 
primary floral ajcis. 
Pig, 3, Similar to figure 2, except a more 
advanced stage. 
Fig, 4, Further lengthening and "tooadening of the 
primary floral axis. Appearance of secondary flowers. 
Fig. 5, Calyx lobes visible on primary flower and 
flattened top of secondary floral axes shov/s initial stages 
in differentiation. 
Fig, 6, Calyx and corolla are visible on the 
primary flower; calyx primordia are visible on secondary 
flowers; and flattened top of the tertiary floral branches. 
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Plg, 7, Cfilyx, corolla are further advanced, 
staraen pr^ordia are visible on the primary flov/or, calyx 
and corolla prlmordia are visible on one secondary flover; 
and calyx lobes barely viGl.ble on one of the tertiary 
flowers. 
Pig, 8, Calyx, corolla and stamen priraordia 
and early stage of pistil priraordia shovm by the primary 
flov.'or; calyx, corolla and the first indication of staraen 
prlmordia on the secondary flowers; calyx and corolla 
priraordia visible on the tertia]?y flower; and calyx primordia 
only evident on the quartemary flower. 
Pig, 9. Calyx, corolla, stamens are more advanced 
and pistil primordia are ccrvering the receptacle of the 
primary flov/er; calyx, corolla, stamen and first appearance 
of pistil primordia are evident on the secondary flov/er; 
calyx, corolla, stamen priraordia are sbown on the tertiary; 
\?ith calyx primordia Just forming on quartemary ^ ^lovr rs. 
Fig. 10. A more advanced stage of development 
of all parts than was s^own by flowers in figure 9, 'Veil 
defined pollen r.iother cells are present in the anthers of the 
primary flov ;cr .  
Fig, 11, The most advanced stage of floral 
development shov/n. Cell walls of pollen mother ce lls in 
the anthers of t}.io primary flov/ers are v/ell defined, tind 
some of the cells are shelving large nuclei# 
•"93 "• 
Plato II 
Outline clrawilnss of longitudinal sections of 
•buds Bhov/ing the average stages of dovolopraont on plants 
in different positions on the runner series on September 
20, 
Fig. 1. Mother plants. 
Pig, Number one plants. 
Pig, 3, Humbor two plants. 
Pig. 4, Number three plaats, 
Plate III 
Outline di-'av/ings of longitudinal sections of 
buds shov/ing the average stages of development on plants 
in different positions on the runner series on October 5, 
Fig, 1, Mother plants. 
Fig. 2, Number one plants. 
Fig, 3, Number tv;o plants. 
Pig. 4, IJumber three plants. 
Pig. 5, Number four plants. 
Pig. 6, Number five plants. 
Pig, 7. Number six plants. 
Pig 8, Number seven plants. 
Fig, 9, Number eight plants. 
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Plate IV 
Outline drawings of lonfritudrlnal sections 
of buds showing th.e sverage sto.ge of development of t}io 
primary flower on plants in different positions on the 
runner series on October 5, 
Pig. 1. Mother pliants. 
Fig. 2. Number one plants 
Fig. 3. II two " 
Pig. 4. n three " 
Fig. 5. ij four " 
Pig. 6, 11 five " 
Fig. V. tr six " 
Fig« 8. 1! seven " 
Fig. 9. !} eight " 
Pig, 10 tl . nine " 
Pig. 11 !i • ten " 
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Pho t oraic r ogr aphs 
Plates V to VIII inclusive are photomicro­
graphs of longitudinal sections of buds of plants 
collocted September 20, 1928, All X 60. 
u£-fi <(!.«;• •.v.j&.fc 
V 5o ro t  / .pr l l  coy 10:,:' 
7 -aeon and potalo barol' 
Ca.r:::i-o pinto Ii^  fl-^  ' 
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PlatG VI 
Plant 5 ~ 5/1 rootod June 28, 1928, 
[TO 84 days, / ppo; ranco just previous to frait 
rid diffoi'enti tlon. Compare plat© II, Ti"* 2, 
-lOo 
PI- to VIT 
Plant 5 - 4/2 rooted July 9, 1938« 
Age 73 days, fiiows initial sr.aco Oi' fruit bud 
dlfferonti tion. Oomparo plate II, Tif;, 3. 
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ft 
Pl.'ite VIII 
Plant 5 - 1/3 rootod July 9, 1928, Age 
73 clays, Roiinded grov/liig point ahowB no evidence 
or fruit bud dlfforontltition, Co:::paro Plate II, 
flu. 4. 
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Plates IX to XVI Inclusive are photomicro­
graphs of longitudinal sections of buds of representative 
plants collected October 5, 1928, All X 60. 
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I 
I 
i 
! Plate IX 
I Mothei' pluiii nuiii)oi' 3o I'ootGd --.prll 2'^  ^
I 1923, A^ o 165 daya, '^opalCp poLalSj, ir 
1 o*7idonce or. Cic\.cr, Ouc secouilv -• "•• oi'/ci-
I visicia^ Ooi.vpi->VQ plate 'Clip sMfr, 1» 
Plato X 
Plant 12 - 2/1 rootod Juno 23., 1923 
AlZO 99 (lays, Sopala, petals j, .'-.nd a Canons 
ovidont on DPinary flov.or. Compare Dlate '^ 'TI 
flG. 2. • - -
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Plat© I.I 
Plant 12-0/2 rootod July Vy lG23a 
:\,go 00 daySs riopalo clearly evident and potal 
pi^ lnordla barely vlniblo on pi'^ incry flov;oi% 
Sopalo' juat ovldont on the two aocondary i'lovior 
ConiDarG plate III5 flCo 3« 
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Vliito XII 
PI: nt le-o/o rooted July 16, 19CGo 
: tyi 01 c„ r cpal prl^ sorc'^ lr. on pi'iut.ir'y flov;ci'o 
Xji.to: -ul cccondar-y flovror-o bOGlnnintj to developo 
Co? piato III, £1q. 4. 
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?l -te XIII 
Pliant 12-1/4 I'ootad Jvily I'Ap 19>?8<, 
?3 da:73o ^.'opils 0\i llo. or, 
T""c Koc and'i'iy i'lor^ 'l bi'anches evident« Cocpos'e 
pl-.tc IiXj fi-, 5. 
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Plj'Jit 12-'5./i3 rooted ."ugiist 
:© 59 days, Penr.! •prlw.ordlti on tlio 
•Jjia-iy :?iov;er, Compar-''e plato III, flcn G, 
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Plato XV 
Plant 12«l/C rootoci Auciist 17 3 1928, 
.'.go 49 dayo, P^opal prlrnoi'dla "baroly visible on 
prii;uiry flov/oro Two secondary floral brancheo 
evident o Corriparo plato IIIj fico 7 » 
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Si 
PlQtO XVI 
Plant 12«>2/7 i?ootod Po])toabop 0^  IQSSe 
•GO 27 daya, Sepal pr'lnordla ovidrnt on primary'-
flov/oro Secondary flov/orc "ooglnniiii^  to develops 
ConpapG plato fl^ o Oo 
Plate "vVII 
Plant 12«3/8 rooted Soptombov .12p 1028, 
/.r',e 23 days. Vriivixvy Cloi'ixl azio begliiiiir^: to 
do'O'Glopo Ocr.:^ ar-o plc.te III# rig» 9, 
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Plates XVIII to XXVIII inclusive are 
photomicrographs of longitudinal sections of buds of 
representative plants collected October 25, 1928, With 
the exception of plates XXVII and XVIII only the primary 
flov:ers of the T:juds are sho\7n» All X 60, 
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PlatG XIX 
Plr.nt 20-IA roctod Ju-o 18g 1928» 
129 drrjDs : stago of clovolopn-ont 3?2?:5.1rr' to 
t'r-c.l In plal;o XVllTc ConpnPG plr.to IIIj, flOo 2a 
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Plato XX 
Plant 26»4/2 rooted JUly lOp 1928. 
Ag© 107 day Co Stago of d'.rvolopmont o!lnii?,ar to 
tliafc In pi.it 30 XVIII and xrCp but pol len mothos? 
colls not aa woll dGfinod® Gompare plate T\Jy 
C'^x 'x 
Plato XXI 
Plant 26»l/3 rooted July 26^  1923« 
Ago 91 Qayoo Similar oi;agG of developaont to 
that in plato X]vo Gomparo plato TJg flga 4» 
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Plafco TUI 
Plant 20-5/4 roofcofl July 30^  192n^  
.'go B7 cloys0 vStago of dovoloninont nllnlifcly 
adv;aiCGd OVOP tliose in plnfcoG XX and >CvIo 
Coiiiparo plate TJ, figo 5o 
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-ot 'Tx'' 
71 6:xj: 
Plruit 22-2/5 rootod Au—a .j L» 15, 1920. 
3llr;Iitly youn^^Gr of devolop' 
5nt tlmii that sliom In plat© ICTII, Compare 
platG IV, fig, 6» 
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piato 
Plant rooted ;;a,r7aGt 14^  IGCGo 
: rr 70 dcrmo Slic^ itlly yoniisoi' tu- u tho ctacc of 
•lovcilopncnt in p!L..to ;c<IIIa Iloto anthoro 
flllGcl" v:itlL Gpor'OGOnouo tlOGUOo Goiaparc plato 
r/s fi^o vo 
Plato XXV 
Plant 20~S/7 rooted /urust 26g 1920» 
'.QO 60 days. LpproiriinatGly tho jjarao otapo of 
clovolopnont Qliovm an In plafco XXV, F.poror^onoua 
tisDUG in Goino antherG. Conparo plcito "DJ„ flgo 80 
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PlatG XXVI 
Plant 20'»2/3 rooted Soptonibor 12, 1923« 
S-QQ 43 diysa A Qllglitly yoimgop stago of 
d3volopinont than tliat siiot.-n In plato XXV« 
Co:iiparG plate IV9 fic® 
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PlatQ 
Plrint 20-»l/9 rootod Septonibor 151923 o 
."^ e 40 dayoo SopalSj, pctjils^  'inci stniaen 
ovldoiit on prlrpurj flov;oro r^ opals 
7:lnib[lc on aaconclapy flouor'Sa Conpara plcito 
riG« 10a 
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Plato XXVIII 
Plant SO-l/lO I'oofcerl Octobor 15^  lS28o 
;r;e 10 ''nysj Sopal and potal p,'Inordia viGib2.Q 
or, prlriarj floivors Secondary flow-arc ovideiita 
Conparo platG r/p flg» 11® 
